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BLACK TEA
Black Mango is 100% organic black tea blended with natural mango essence and calendula petals.
Its sweet and satiny smooth taste comes through best when steeped using near boiling water. This
full‐bodied brew has little or no astringency when steeped using near‐boiling water.
Blackberry is a full‐bodied premium black tea with a strong blackberry taste and aroma. Its caffeine
content will definitely give you the “pick‐me‐up” you need.
Cinnamon and Spice is a wonderfully balanced blend of Ceylon black tea, cinnamon and orange peel.
A medium body tea that is perfect for the morning or any time you need some comfort in a cup.
Golden Tips Assam is a smooth textured amber red brew with the perfect blend of body & flavors.
Apple and pear flavors balance the red wine‐like aroma with full bodied malty taste. The high volume of
essential oils in the Golden Tips Assam is evident immediately after the tea is served, as a thin layer of oil
quickly coats the surface of the tea giving it a self‐creaming appearance. It’s an amazing breakfast tea.
Second Flush Darjeeling is a certified organic from the Himalayas of Western India with a light brew,
slightly dry, crisp, and distinct, hearty muscatel flavor similar to the Muscat grapes. It is known as the
champagne of teas for its well‐developed blend and full bodied taste.
Southern Pecan has a surprisingly lighter taste than most black teas with a hint of nuts. The premium black
tea is blended with walnut and pecan pieces, calendula and sunflower petals and white chocolate pieces.
Tippy South Cloud has a sweet aroma with roasted undertones. The delightfully full‐bodied texture and
flavor is smooth and slightly smoky and is a reddish brown color when steeped. This classic tea is from
southern Yunnan China.
Ginger Peach is a hearty black tea with natural peach essence, dried organic ginger and calendula
(marigold) petals. They blend together to make a refreshing tea with a sweet, rich and smooth taste that
can be enjoyed either warm or iced.
Pear Ginger is an unusual but delicious combination of smooth black tea with refreshing natural pear
essence, dried ginger and organic calendula (marigold) petals. The sweetness of the pear plays off the
slightly tart zestfulness of the ginger. This tea pairs well with mildly spicy foods.
GREEN TEA
Dragonwell (Long‐Jing) is 100% organic green tea grown near the famous West Lake in Hangzhou,
China. It has a smooth, earthy, vegetal flavor and its rich & toasty aroma will remind you of roasted
chestnuts. For the optimal flavor (and to avoid any bitterness) steep the leaves in moderately
hot water (150 to 170 F), 2 loose teaspoons per 8 oz. of water. Steeping the leaves for 2‐3 minutes
will provide 2‐3 infusings.
Genmaicha [Brown Rice Tea] has a nice balance of properly popped rice and green tea leaves which are
roasted " just enough" to give it great flavor and aroma. This tea originates in Japan and has a nutty flavor
enjoyed by children as well as adults and novice tea drinkers.
Jasmine Pearls are handcrafted from long leaf tips that are heat‐infused with jasmine blossoms then rolled into
small pearls. This is a flavorful and aromatic tea that when brewed in a glass pot, the silvery color of the leaves
can be seen.
Lincang Maofeng a particular large leaf varietal was chosen for its beautiful leaf shape as well as its strong, yet
smooth flavor and aroma. It has a rich, nutty, vegetal flavor and aroma that stays smooth, even with long
steepings.
Temple Garden is a unique blend of Sencha green tea, cardamom, saffron, ginger, fennel seed, licorice root,
cinnamon, lemon grass and rose buds. It is a medium bodied tea with a hint of rose. A truly relaxing tea.
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HERBAL TEA [Caffeine‐Free]
Cranberry Orange is an herbal blend of rosehips, hibiscus flowers, chamomile, dried cranberries and orange
peel. Enjoy the fragrant sweet‐tart flavor that will take your taste buds to a new dimension [iced or hot].
Lemon Myrtle is a delicious, caffeine‐free organic tea from Australia. It has a refreshing flavor and aroma from
a blend of lemon and lime with lemongrass.
Rooibos is a flavorful herbal, caffeine‐free drink which in Afrikaans means "red bush". The flavor of Rooibos
tea is often described as being naturally sweet (without sugar added) and slightly nutty. It is a full‐bodied
tea that is also rich in antioxidants.
Strawberry Kiwi tea is actually a “tisane” meaning there aren’t any tea leaves in it and is caffeine‐free. It’s
a blend of strawberries, kiwi, dried apples, hibiscus, rose petals , orange peel and natural flavors. This “tea”
is full flavored and tempered with the subtle essence of kiwi and the tartness of hibiscus.
Tulsi a flavorful hot brew or iced drink, is made from the leaves and blossoms of the revered Tulsi or holy basil
plant. The beverage, also known as Holy basil tea, originated in India thousands of years ago and is known for its
rich antioxidant properties. Since it does not come from the tea bush, it is not a true tea. Rather, the flavorful
brew is a tasty herbal infusion, which is prepared in the same way as one would make black, green, oolong
(wu‐long) and white tea.
OOLONG TEA
Kali Cha is grown at an altitude of 4800 feet and twenty miles from Darjeeling (the famous tea growing region
of India), Kali Cha is one of the first authentic style oolongs from India. Kali Cha is a hardy tea with a smooth
taste and distinct, toasty cocoa aroma. It is a very forgiving tea for brewing and makes a delicious iced tea.
Wenshan Baozhong tea has a long history in Northern Taiwan, famous for its serene mountains, warm tea
spirit and refreshing light green oolongs. Its flavor has several texture levels on the upper palate and makes a
light, toasty, smooth buttery brew.
WHITE TEA
White Earl Gray has a fragrant, citrus, cooling aroma with a light, delicate, lingering sweetness. Made only
from the newly sprouted ‘buds’ of the tea plant, they have silvery white hair ‘down’ that provide a smooth,
honey texture to the brew. The young tip bud and first leaf sets used to make this tea are very tender and it is
recommend using mineral or spring water at a lower temperature (160‐180 F) to avoid ‘stewing’ the leaves and
to bring out a more balanced flavor.
White Peony has a delicate, herbaceous, autumnal aroma with a very smooth, sweet, nutty flavor. Known as
‘Bai Cha’ in Chinese, made only from the newly sprouted ‘buds’ of the tea plant that provide a honey texture
to the brew. White Peony style of teas are also made in many areas of China but the flavors are quite unique due
to the differences in varietals, climate and soil.
CHAI
500 Mile Chai ‐ Discover true, authentic chai. It's Not Chai Tea Latte'! Ask anyone who has been to India (the
origin of Chai) and you wouldn't hear them saying "Chai tea", or "Chai tea latte'". Chai in Hindi, simply means
tea. The tale of '500 Mile Chai' originates from the many late night truck drivers stopping at small Chai stands
‘Dhabas’ on the highway and asking for really strong, sweet Chai to help them drive long distances (in a
humorous tone ‐ 'for another 500 miles'). A blend of black tea, cinnamon, dried ginger, cloves and cardamom
makes this a rich, malty, creamy and spicy drink. Once the leaf has been optimally boiled, adding milk and
sugar provides a delightful ‘Golden Glow’.
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